Possini Lighting, Elegant, Modern Designs
Thanks for taking the time to download this guide. In this extensive guide we have compiled
some of the most popular, and intriguing interior design ideas utilizing Possini Lighting. We hope
you take away some ideas of your own to try out for yourself.
Why would you want to add Possini Lighting to your home?

Superb value for the money
Possini Lighting is by far the best option when it comes to modern light fixtures and accessories.
Offering tremendous value for the money, these elegant pieces will definitely pay for themselves
many times over during the course of your ownership. When you purchase a Possini, you are
essentially making an investment that you will appreciate more and more as time goes on. Few
other lighting fixtures on the market come close to providing the sheer excellence and quality that
Possini lighting provides, and they will surely have a place in your home for many generations to
come.

Wide range of different design styles
There is an absolutely wide range of quality lighting fixtures in the Possini
lighting product line, ranging from highticket items to more affordable
offerings that would fit into any budget. No matter what needs you may have
in a lighting fixture, you will probably find a Possini that fits the bill. Check out
the offerings available on the Internet or in brickandmortar stores, and you
will surely agree that Possini stands apart from any other brand in the
business.

The Fabulous Euro Design:
One of the most highlyregarded selections bearing the Possini name is the Euro Design. In a
product line that certainly has no shortage of highclass offerings, the fact that the Possini
lighting Euro Design selections is able to stand out admirably is testament to its quality and
excellence. Bearing a strong European influence, these lighting fixtures offer tremendous
versatility in a nonetheless classy looking package. Spanning the range from
contemporarystyled pendant lights to lavishlydesigned flush mounted ceiling fixtures, the
Europe definitely stands out in its class. Going by looks alone, these models already exemplify
what it is that makes Possini the foremost name in highquality lighting fixtures and accessories.

The Living Room.
The living room is the center of most homes. This is where most guests and family members
will be residing at any given time. Many homeowners agree that the living room is the room they
spend the most time decorating and thus making their home more presentable. Below are
some great ideas that will help you use Possini Lighting to spruce up your living room, and make
it more modern and elegant.

Possini Chandeliers

CLICK HERE TO VIEW MORE POSSINI CHANDELIERS
Adding a chandelier to the center or above your table in the living room is a great way to add
some serious “wow” factor to your house. There are many great chandelier options within the
Possini designs.
Using the many different designs available, It’s easier to make your living room look modern, elegant, and
unique. There are many great ideas when It comes to color blending. If you have a bright living room, It’s a
great pairing with any silver or bronze colored chandelier. Where a darker room coloring would benefit from
the contrast of a more bright colored, or even clear glass chandelier!

Below are a few more great ideas:

CLICK HERE TO VIEW MORE BUBBLE CHANDELIERS
Hanging this semiflushmount ceiling light brings an elegant sparkle into any space. Chrome and
glass combines for shimmer and contemporary appeal. Clear glass "bubbles" dangle gracefully
while being illuminated by generous halogen light. A great addition to a darker colored room.

The Possini Euro Bubbles 13 3/4" Wide Ceiling Light
Fixture is our second pick for the bubble chandelier style.
Hanging this semiflushmount ceiling light brings an elegant
sparkle into any space. Chrome and glass combines for
shimmer and contemporary appeal. Clear glass "bubbles"
dangle gracefully while being illuminated by generous halogen
light.

Possini Antique Bronze 32" Wide Champagne Crystal Chandelier
This wonderful 2tier champagne crystal chandelier will bring elegance to a Living room or entry
way. Antique bronze finish arms gleam among nine lights and dazzling clear crystal accents.
Cream color shades add a soft touch to this already elegant design.

The Possini Euro 6Light Corinthian Bronze Bell
Chandelier Is our second best pick for the “antique styling”.
It’s Slender bands of Corinthian bronze finish metal make up
the framework of this fantastic 6light chandelier. The curved
frame holds six shadeless candle lights in a central display. A
chain and canopy in Corinthian bronze finish complete this
fantastic design for your contemporary or transitional style
home.

Possini Euro Design 18Light Curly Ribbon Pendant
A random configuration of metal scrolls are set with round joints which hold small 10 watt
halogen bulbs. A chrome finish furthers the contemporary look. From the Possini Euro Design
lighting collection.

Our Second favorite pick is the Possini Euro Design
Galaxy Chrome 28 1/4" Wide Ceiling Light It’s a
great addition to any living room. Your ceiling will
resemble a distant galaxy with this shining
semiflushmount ceiling light fixture. 18 star accents.
From the Possini Euro Design Lighting Collection.

The Bedroom.
The bedroom is where you go to be alone, read a book, or to simply wind down for the night.
Many interior designers like to make the bedroom a very relaxing, yet inviting space. The many
great looks of possini lighting will help you achieve a unique yet upscale look to your bedroom.
Below are some great ideas that will help you use Possini Lighting to make your bedroom an
inviting, yet relaxing environment.

Possini Lamps

CLICK HERE TO VIEW MORE POSSINI LAMPS
Chances are you have been to rooms that made you feel good just by being there. One thing that
you will notice is that there is an atmosphere of total calmness. The room just simply makes you
feel as if you want to stay and just put up your feet. Many reasons behind this feeling is because
of the use of the right lighting scheme.
Those who know how to create a good lighting design would tell you that there are layers of
lighting in the room that you were in. Lighting is all about creating drama if truth be told. By
utilizing Possini lamps, you can also achieve this modern and calming environment in any room.

Possini Euro Design Asymmetry Table Lamp
You'll love this table lamp for its bold, modern design. The architectural base is finished in
brushed steel, and the rectangular stand comes in a satin black finish. A white linen rectangle
shade sits on top offering warm illumination. From the Possini Euro Design lighting collection.

The Possini Euro Charles Street Tiered Slumped Glass
Desk Lamp is a sleek and beautiful desk lamp that features
frosted slumped glass, a technique that produces unique and
gorgeous results. Four panes of glass surround halogen bulbs
to create a distinctive lighting effect. The twin post base comes
in a lustrous chrome and satin nickel finish. A full range dimmer
on the base allows you full lighting control, making this perfect
for a desktop setting.

Possini Euro Wavy Globe Table Lamp
This chic table lamp will bring chic style into your home. A simple brushed steel base and
round stand is topped with a wavyglobe white acrylic shade. Ideal for any room that needs
a contemporary update. From Possini Euro Design.

The Possini Euro Design White Flower Acrylic
Shade Table Lamp Brushed steel finish. Acrylic shade.
Is a beautiful and stylish addition to any bedroom. It’s
flower shape and white coloring is a great contrast
against bright colors and adds character to your room.

The Office.
The home office is the room where you do business and focus on the tasks at hand. Whether
you are at home working alone, or having clients over the possini collection provides lots of great
lighting to help set the right tone for your office, and provide enough lighting as well as create a
more distinct and professional look for your space.

Possini Floor Lamps

CLICK HERE TO VIEW MORE POSSINI FLOOR LAMPS
Adding a solid floor lamp to your home office (or bedroom) is a great way to add the extra lighting
you need with the great looks and form and function the possini line offers.
Using the many different designs available, It’s easier to make your home office look modern,
elegant, and unique. There are many great ideas when It comes to color blending. If you have a
bright colored room, It’s a great pairing with any brown or silver colored lamp. Where a darker
room coloring would benefit from the contrast of a more bright colored, or even wood colored
floor lamp!

Possini Euro Design Urban Coffee Torchiere Floor Lamp
Add ambient light to a room with the clean shape of this contemporary floor lamp. The mod
design comes in a warm urban coffee finish and is topped by white glass. Includes a handy
floor dimmer that allows easy adjustment of the light output. From the Possini Euro Design
Lighting Collection.

The Possini Euro LED Torchiere Floor Lamp with Side
Lights provides energy efficient LED illumination in a stylish
way with this 3light polished nickel torchiere lamp. Two side
lights and top light each has its own on/off switch. A
glistening, modern way to light your home office.

Possini Euro Design Danica 3Light Floor Lamp

The Danica floor lamp, by Possini Euro Design, is sure to be the star of your home office!
The lamp features a 3light design with curvy arms in an oil rubbed bronze finish. Each arm
is topped by a handsome glass cone shade to soften the glow of the bulbs, yet creates
abundant lighting.

The Possini Euro Design Retro Light Blaster™ Floor Lamp is a slender
brushed steel base leads up to the shade of this contemporary floor lamp
with spectacular retro design. Bands of brushed steel surround a linen
inner shade while a white diffuser can be used to soften the light from
above. Light Blaster™ design means you don't have to sacrifice brightness
for energy savings. Three powerful CFL bulbs create light output
comparable to 300 watts.

Possini Euro Design Light Blaster Torchiere Floor Lamp
Chrome and brushed steel finish. From the Possini Euro Design torchiere collection. Light
Blaster™ energy efficient floor lamp design. Includes four 26 watt CFL bulbs; light output
comparable to 500 watts. Multilevel switch turns on 1 bulb, 3 bulbs or 4 bulbs. 75% energy
savings. 72" high. 12" wide shade. 11" diameter base.

The Possini Euro Design Deco Style Walnut Column Floor Lamp is a
contemporary floor lamp that makes an ideal decor accessory. The
deco-inspired design comes in a warm walnut wood finish. Lined with a beige
linen shade, this lamp offers warm illumination. From the Possini Euro Design
Lighting Collection.

The Kitchen.
The kitchen is a great room to create a welcoming and inviting area. Many interior designers like
to make the kitchen a bright, creative, vibrant environment. The many great looks of possini
hanging lighting, and mini pendants are a great look in any kitchen. Below are some great ideas
that will help you use Possini Lighting to make your kitchen a inspiring and creative room.

Possini Hanging Kitchen Lights

CLICK HERE TO VIEW MORE POSSINI KITCHEN LIGHTS
You'll love this contemporary kitchen light for its bold, clear hanging style. This mini pendant has
a swanky look that's easy to clean and unquestionably hip. A chrome finish covers the canopy
and hardware. Crystal strings are positioned neatly to surround and reflect the central halogen
light while a clear glass rounded shape envelops the light. A great addition to any kitchen!

Possini Encircled Crystal 6" Wide Halogen Mini Pendant
This mini pendant has a swanky look that's easy to clean and unquestionably hip. A chrome
finish covers the canopy and hardware. Crystal strings are positioned neatly to surround
and reflect the central halogen light while a clear glass rounded shape envelops the light.

Possini Euro Encircled Crystal 15 1/2"
Wide Ceiling Light This 3-light ceiling fixture will
become a highlight of your contemporary home decor.
Clear glass domes are suspended from a chrome finish
canopy while strands of clear crystal beads dangle and
shimmer in the light. Includes long-lasting halogen
bulbs.

Possini Encircled Crystal Globe 12" Wide Multi Light Pendant
This set of three mini pendants has a modern look that's easy to clean and unquestionably
hip. A chrome finish covers the canopy and hardware. Crystal strings are positioned neatly
to surround and reflect the central halogen light while a clear glass rounded shape envelops
the crystal. From the Possini Euro Design pendant collection.

Possini Euro Arlo 15 3/4" Wide Chrome Pendant
Light Add a bold new look to your home decor with this
chrome pendant light from the Possini Euro Design lighting
collection. Industrial and modern style pair with the best of
the past for a stunning look. Great for entryways, dining
areas, and more.

The Bathroom.
The bathroom is a great room to create a space of privacy and seclusion. Many interior
designers like to make the bathroom a bright vibrant environment. The many great looks of
possini lighting will help you create a peaceful yet relaxing environment. Below are some great
ideas that will help you use Possini Lighting to make your bathroom a relaxing, yet personal
environment.

Possini Bathroom Wall Lights

CLICK HERE TO VIEW MORE POSSINI BATHROOM LIGHTS
You'll love this contemporary bathroom light for its bold, geometric look. The design features a
sculpted diffuser of frosted glass set against the gleaming chrome finish of the base. Halogen
bulbs offer clean, white light perfect for your updated bath design. By utilizing Possini Bathroom
wall lights you can also achieve this modern and calming environment.

Possini Frosted Glass Bands 26 1/2" Wide Bathroom Wall Light
You'll love this contemporary bathroom light for its bold, geometric look. The design
features a sculpted diffuser of frosted glass set against the gleaming chrome finish of the
base. Halogen bulbs offer clean, white light perfect for your updated bath design. The

Possini Euro 33 1/4" Wide Frosted Glass Band Bathroom Light
Has a bold geometric look for it’s 4light bath light features frosted glass and glistening
chrome finish. This contemporary fixture has contoured rectangular frosted glass set in a
brilliant, chrome finished frame. Halogen bulbs offer clean, white light ideal for a stylish
bath. From Possini Euro Design.

Possini Euro Crystal Strand 25 3/4" Wide Bath Light
Strands of clear glass crystal dangle in front of the three lights of this fantastic bathroom
fixture. The rectangular backplate and accents are finished in sleek chrome which reflects
the sparkles from the crystal. Give a new dimension to your bathroom wall with this beautiful
bath fixture from Possini Euro

Possini Euro Design Glass Bands 23 3/8" Wide Bath Light
We love this contemporary bath light fixture for its bold, geometric looks. The design
features sandblasted glass with clear glass trim. Gleaming chrome finished rods and base
accent the design. Halogen bulbs offer clean, white light ideal for the bath area. From the
Possini Euro Design Lighting Collection.

We had a great time making this guide for you, and with our experience with Possini
lighting we hope that you come up with some great interior lighting design options for your
home!

CLICK HERE FOR MORE POSSINI LIGHTING OPTIONS

CLICK HERE FOR MORE POSSINI LIGHTING OPTIONS
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